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#untaggable
Always distinctive:
a lot will change with the Audi Q2. It’s smart, customised,
confident and impossible to categorise. It is #untaggable.
Because your own ideas show the way, whether in town or
off the beaten track, in everyday life or off the clock. The vehicle concept for
this newcomer comprises numerous innovative technologies and an impressive style.
Accompany the ambitious Q2 through Scandinavia
on a journey that is as unconventional as the vehicle itself.
Follow the Audi Q2 through #untaggable.

Audi Q2 design #newcomerlegend Page 06
Infotainment and connectivity #futurenow Page 18
Interior #privatestage Page 22
Driving dynamics #adventureproof Page 26
Audi SQ2 #startfinish Page 32
Other equipment, lines and packages #coherentcontrasts Page 38
Highlights and accessories #uniquelyversatile Page 56

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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The hashtag #smallesthotel fails to live up to the allures of the Central Hotel
& Café in Copenhagen. After all, even if there’s only one room here to check
into, the atmosphere of this hotel is more open and more cosmopolitan than
in some other city hotels.

#spontaneousplans
The Audi Q2 road trip through Northern Europe is a journey of discovery
that sets out to make unusual encounters.
At places that give us a new perspective and make us question what we take for granted.
Places that are perfect for a vehicle that doesn’t
need any catchphrases to make an impression.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

Audi Q2
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Design

#newcomerlegend
It doesn’t take a second glance to recognise the Audi Q2 as a genuine Audi –
and yet you can’t help taking another look.
Its look is powerful, dynamic and exudes presence.
The polygonal vehicle shoulders accentuate the large wheel arches
and as a whole make a unique statement: quattro¹.
Wherever the Q2 takes you – it does so in its own inimitable way.

The Rålis Skatepark in Stockholm is a place that isn’t actually a place at all.
Yet the local residents decided to put the unused space under the road bridge
to good use by converting it into an urban dream for skaters.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
¹ Optionally available.
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Design

Why let yourself be restricted by others’ expectations when you can shape
the design yourself? Superkilen in Copenhagen is a place where the answer
to this question has given rise to a district that fuses together disparate
cultural influences into a creative collage of architecture and landscaping.

#curvystraightlines
The Audi Q2 is a free space in itself – whichever angle you look at it from.
The lines adopted for the first time for the Q2 draw to a finish with corners and edges
in a sleek rear section. The body becomes more athletic overall.
You can also remain true to its lines by venturing off the beaten track.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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Design

#typicallydifferent

Challenging the establishment takes confidence.
The Audi Q2 has this confidence in its very look. With its octagonal Singleframe, it’s opening a new chapter
in Audi design that lends the front end its distinctive appearance. The optional LED headlights are also in step
with the polygonal design. Items from the extended black styling package and the vehicle paint finish
quantum grey also create a stir. A stylish supplement to the S line exterior package in contrasting colour Manhattan grey,
metallic and to the 19-inch Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm rotor design in anthracite black.¹, ²
Together, they concentrate shape and colour into a fascinating expression that is impossible to ignore.
¹ From Audi Sport GmbH.

² Please note the special information relating to wheels on page 65.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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Design
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#untaggable also means making your own individuality the benchmark.
With the blade of the C-pillar, for example, available as optional equipment and in contrasting
colour, which emphasises the coupé character of the Audi Q2. Or with the optional
Audi rings decorative film for the C-pillar.¹ As an option the blades on the C-pillars are in
brilliant black and, depending on the equipment line selected, are also available in ibis white;
ice silver, metallic; matt titanium grey, or Manhattan grey, metallic.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

¹ Available as retrofit solution from your Audi partner.

Audi Q2
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Design

Opening up a world of new possibilities.
The optional electric luggage compartment lid, for instance,
provides convenient, easy opening and closing.
And the split rear bench seat flexibly increases the luggage space in the Audi Q2.
The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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Audi Q2
Design

You might think that power stations hardly appeal on an aesthetic level. But they see it
differently in Stockholm. The striking green walls have been fabricated using a special
moulding technique to create a three-dimensional effect. After all, there’s already more
than enough that is just one-dimensional.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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Infotainment/connectivity

#futurenow
It’s difficult to imagine the future.
But the Audi Q2 will show you precisely what counts
in modern mobility.
More driving comfort through Audi connect¹, ², for example,
with pioneering services and functions that make driving more connected and
smarter – such as Twitter or current weather information.
Thanks to the optional Wi-Fi hotspot and SIM card permanently installed in
the vehicle, you can continue to use your mobile devices as usual. And you will enjoy
every trip even more with the versatile range of infotainment features
as well as the Bang & Olufsen Sound System².
The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

¹ Legal information and notes on use can be found on page 65.

² Optionally available.

Audi Q2
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Infotainment/connectivity

#genuinevision
The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

Don’t concentrate on what others say, concentrate on what’s important.
The optional Audi virtual cockpit can help you here – intuitively and fully digitally.
You get all the information you need where you need it: always at eye level.
The same goes for the head-up display¹, available on request, which displays the most
important information and notifications directly in the driver’s field of vision.
The 3D map representation for the optional MMI navigation plus with MMI touch also
ensures a comprehensive overview on an 8.3-inch colour display. In addition, many of your favourite apps
are only a click away thanks to the optional Audi smartphone interface², ³, ⁴.
While others are still trying to classify the Audi Q2,
you already know where you’re going.

¹ Polarising sunglasses will restrict the use of the head-up display. ² Please contact your Audi partner for information on compatible mobile phones.
³ For information on availability in different countries, please contact your Audi partner. ⁴ Audi has no influence over which applications are displayed
via the Audi smartphone interface. The respective service providers are responsible for the content and functions displayed within the applications.
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Interior

#privatestage
A vehicle that refuses to be defined
and yet allows you to define every last detail.
The interior of the Audi Q2 thrives on individual ideas.
The optional equipment lines and packages offer
numerous custom options.
Choose from different types and colours
of leather to make the interior profile even more exclusive.
For example, go for the sport seats with attractive leather design
and colour-contrasting accent stripes.
Because an independent character has many facets.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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Interior

The Audi Q2 makes the most of what an interior can do.
The inlays are optionally available in different variants,
such as anodised paint finish in orange, red, yellow or white,
which elegantly complement the exterior paint finish. In matt brushed aluminium,
the inlays give the interior a particularly sporty character.
The innovative format light graphics with the ambient lighting package are among the highlights of the Audi Q2.
Take the impressive illuminated trim that sets the scene in the dashboard
and centre console in different day and night designs.
LED technology illuminates the interior of the Audi Q2 in a unique way.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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Driving dynamics

Even if the Audi Q2 is open to many interpretations,
the driving sensation is extremely precise. Progressive steering increases
the vehicle’s agility and reduces the steering work on tight bends and when parking.
The optional quattro permanent all-wheel drive makes driving
even more controlled, with the added traction enhancing safety and sportiness.
The drive force is distributed to the axles as conditions dictate.
Wherever you choose to head, you get a sense of complete independence.

#adventureproof

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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Driving dynamics

#technologyart
Driving the Audi Q2 gives you a feel for just how exciting dynamic handling can be.
Thanks especially to the optionally available suspension with damper control and Audi drive select
that adjusts the vehicle’s character to your personal preferences –
providing either more intense or
more efficient handling.
After all, #untaggable means
always having a choice.
Driving through the industrial district in Rågsved your eyes are constantly bombarded
with visual sensations. Here Sweden’s best graffiti artists have gathered to create
Sweden’s most enthralling gallery space.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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The Audi Q2 is an expression of the passion of being on the move.
With every journey we make
we leave the old categories a little further behind.
With the Q2, a vehicle enters the stage that combines Audi’s classic strengths
with new exciting ideas – both in terms of design and technology.
Whatever you dub the Q2, all that really matters is the sensation
when you’re behind the wheel.

#farnear

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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Audi SQ2

#SQ2

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found on page 63.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
¹ Please note the special information relating to wheels on page 65.

A view that sets your pulse racing. The Audi SQ2.
With the SQ2 exterior package featuring S-specific radiator protective grille, striking roof edge spoiler
in body colour and blades and exterior mirror housings in brilliant black.
The contrasting paint finish Manhattan grey, metallic is available as an option.
Plus exclusive 19-inch cast aluminium wheels in 5-V-twin-spoke design,
contrasting grey, partly polished¹.
The visual promise of exhilarating sportiness.

Audi SQ2
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#startfinish

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found on page 63.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

Promise kept. By the SQ2 with quattro, S tronic and 221 kW as well as
by a phenomenal torque of 400 Nm. Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h in 4.8 seconds.
Scintillating performance. Transferred to the road supremely
as standard by the S-specific sport suspension and quattro permanent all-wheel drive.

Audi SQ2
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#sportilycomfortable
Comfort as a sporty discipline. Executed successfully with the SQ2 interior package.
The sport seats in fine Nappa leather, two-colour, featuring the hallmark S rhombus pattern
also provide excellent lateral support even on challenging bends.
The air vents with red accent ring and the ambient lighting package
with light graphics inlays harmoniously round off the sporty flair.
The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found on page 63.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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Edition #2

#1 Exterior colour glacier white, metallic; S line exterior package
in contrasting paint finish nano grey, metallic; radiator protective
grille in titanium black and 19-inch Audi Sport cast aluminium
wheels in 5-twin-spoke module design in gloss white, with inserts
in platinum grey²

#2 Sport seats, front in Pulse cloth/leather combination,
ambient lighting with interior lighting package

#simplyelegant
Can you refine elegance even more? Couldn’t be easier. With the Edition #2¹,
which stylishly transforms the Audi Q2 into your very own Q2.
For instance with the S line exterior package and the exclusive contrasting colour nano grey, metallic.
In harmonious coordination with the blades for the C-pillar in platinum grey.
Sporty can be this elegant.
The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about
standard and optional equipment. ¹ For information on when this feature will be available, please contact your Audi partner. ² From Audi Sport GmbH.

#3 Door sill LED, Audi rings

Audi Q2
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design equipment line

Audi design selection

#1 Leather steering wheel in 3-spoke design with multifunction plus and matt brushed aluminium inlays

#2 Sport seat, front including seat height adjustment in fine Nappa leather, granite grey
with accent stripes and contrasting stitching in amaretto brown

#coherentcontrasts
In an Audi Q2, there is plenty of room for your ideas to unfold. With the Q2 design
equipment line, for example, the striking highlights that reflect your personality and make an exceptional
vehicle even more exceptional. This is stylishly achieved with a large selection
of individual rim designs that underline the vehicle’s elegant and sophisticated appearance.
The contrasting paint finish gives the Q2 a decidedly individual character.
And you can satisfy your own exacting design requirements with the Audi design selection.
The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

#3 Leather package with contrasting stitching in amaretto brown

Audi Q2
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sport equipment line

S line sport package

#1 S line sport contour leather steering wheel in 3-spoke design with multifunction plus,
flattened at the bottom, in black leather with contrasting stitching and S emblem
(steering wheel grips in perforated leather) and matt brushed aluminium inlays

#2 18-inch cast aluminium wheels in 5-spoke Y design (S design)

#endurancesprinter
The Q2 sport equipment version lives up to its name all along the line. With details that impressively underline
the temperament of the Audi Q2 and promise a powerful performance at the very first glance.
The full paint finish available in lots of exciting colours makes the vehicle seem to hug the road. The blade in
classic ice silver, metallic is another visual highlight. The S line sport package further sharpens the vehicle’s sporty character.
The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

#3 Sporty bumper design from the sport equipment line

Audi Q2
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S line exterior package

#2 Rear bumper and diffuser insert painted in platinum grey, chrome-plated trims
for exhaust tailpipes (single or twin, depending on engine version)

#3 Illuminated door sill trims with aluminium inlays
and S emblem

#sportychic
Don’t just emphasise the sporty character of the Audi Q2 – enhance it.
The S line exterior package further accentuates the dynamic body line
and uses exciting details of the Audi Q2 to create special highlights.
The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

#1 Radiator grille in platinum grey, front bumper and
side sill trims in sporty striking design as well as
S line emblem on the front wings

#4 Side sill trims in sporty, striking design

Audi Q2
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style packages

#1 offroad style package with front and rear apron, door cover strips, wheel arch trims (each in platinum grey), Audi rings decorative film for the C-pillar
as well as selenite silver highlights on the underbody protection. Also shown: metallic style package with platinum grey blades for the C-pillar and
decorative trims; exterior mirror housing with selenite silver inlays and trim strips for the radiator grille in selenite silver. Roof edge spoiler in body colour,
design films for many areas of the body and for retrofitting, 19-inch cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm latus design are also available
available ex works

#highlyindividual
Always go your own way. An attitude that fits in perfectly with the Audi Q2 – and can be taken much further.
This double page presents a selection of attachments and decorative films for the exterior as well as decorative trims for the interior.
Whether in the city or in the countryside – the striking details underline the character of the Audi Q2 and accentuate its
striking body line. Available as factory-installed optional equipment, or retrofitted by your Audi partner.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

#2 Interior decorative trims (dashboard,
centre console and door pull handles) and
interior plus decorative trims (interior
mirror and door trims), each available
in Misano red, pearl effect or in other
colours and finishes.

#3 carbon style package with blades for the
C-pillars and exterior mirror housings in carbon

Audi Q2

#1 Quantum grey

Paint finishes

#2 Tango red, metallic

#2

#3 Ara blue, crystal effect
#4 Vegas yellow
#5 Glacier white, metallic
#6 Coral orange, metallic
#7 Audi exclusive customised paint finish green¹

#emphaticallyunderstated
#1

Select the paint colour that best suits your personality.
Secure in the knowledge that the quality will be superb,
because your Audi Q2 is painted not just once, but four times.
So not only do you look radiant in your Audi, your car is also protected from
environmental influences and wear.
Ensuring that the car maintains a powerful look throughout its entire lifetime.
Many additional paint finishes can be found at www.audi.com

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
¹ From Audi Sport GmbH.

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7
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Wheels
#3

#5

#1
#4

#2

#roundedcorners
Emphasise your own individual style and the character of your Audi Q2 with Audi wheels.
Why not indulge yourself and create a powerful presence with your favourite design.
And always put safety first. Audi wheels are subjected to special test procedures,
undergo rigorous testing and are of superb quality.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.

#1 19-inch Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in 5-twin-spoke module design in gloss
white with inserts in platinum grey¹, ²

#4 18-inch cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm dynamic design,
contrasting grey, partly polished³

#2 19-inch Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm rotor design
in gloss anthracite black, gloss turned finish ¹, ³

#5 18-inch Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm offroad design
in matt titanium look, gloss turned finish¹, ³

#3 17-inch cast aluminium wheels in 5-V-spoke design
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and
optional equipment. You will find specifications on the technical characteristics of tyres on page 65. ¹ From Audi Sport GmbH. ² For information on when this feature will be available, please contact your
Audi partner. ³ Please note the special information relating to wheels on page 65. Many additional wheels can be found at www.audi.com
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Inlays

#subtlewowfactor
Exclusive ambience is a question of style. Your very own style.
That can be refined down to the very last detail. Create tangible
accents with high-quality Audi inlays. The fascination of selected materials –
individually combined to suit your own individual taste.
#Format
#
light graphic

#anodised
#
paint finish red
#anodised
#
paint finish yellow
#matt
#
brushed aluminium
#anodised
#
paint finish orange
#anodised paint finish white

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

Audi Q2
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Seats/seat upholstery

#1 Sport seat, front in Milano leather, black
with accent stripes in tango red
and contrasting stitching in express red
(available for sport equipment line)

#2 Standard seat, front in Aspect cloth,
petrol grey/orange with
contrasting stitching in orange
(available for design equipment line)

#exclusiveinclusive
Enjoy a special place. Exclusive comfort can be felt on the front and rear seats:
thanks to high-quality materials and first-class workmanship.
No matter which seat upholstery you choose:
you’re sitting in the right place.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.

# Aspect cloth, petrol grey/orange
with contrasting stitching

# Chiffre cloth/leather, black with accent stripes
and contrasting stitching in amaretto brown

# Fine Nappa leather, granite grey
with accent stripes and contrasting
stitching in amaretto brown

# Fine Nappa leather, rotor grey with
accent stripes in black and contrasting
stitching

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit
www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment. Many additional seat upholstery options can be found at www.audi.com.

# Milano leather, rock grey with accent stripes and
contrasting stitching in petrol grey

# Milano leather, nougat brown with accent stripes
and contrasting stitching in rock grey

# Milano leather, black with accent stripes in tango
red and contrasting stitching in express red

# Milano leather, petrol grey with accent
stripes and contrasting stitching in
Vegas yellow

Audi Q2
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#uniquelyversatile

Highlights

The Audi Q2 – an exceptional car whose diverse
range of high-quality equipment will impress you.
As will many other inspiring highlights.
#1 Audi exclusive customised paint finish green¹;
Audi exclusive titanium black styling package¹
#6

#2 Audi phone box² with wireless charging³
#3 Audi connect⁴ – digital connectivity:
stay in touch with the world when you’re
on the road
#4 Reversing camera⁵ – with dynamic display elements
for the calculated driving path
#5 Audi virtual cockpit – fully digital instrument
cluster with high-resolution 12.3-inch colour display
#6 Head-up display⁶ – shows information relevant to
the driver in the driver’s direct field of vision if
required

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
¹ From Audi Sport GmbH. ² Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com/bluetooth for information on compatible mobile phones.
³ For information on availability in different countries, please contact your Audi partner. ⁴ Legal information and notes on use can be found on page 65.
⁵ Please note: The systems work only within system limits and assist the driver. However, the driver remains responsible for driving the vehicle and is
required to be attentive at all times. ⁶ Polarising sunglasses will restrict the use of the head-up display. ⁷ Depending on country-specific availability.

#7 Assist package with traffic jam assist⁵, ⁷
#8 Park assist⁵ – makes parking and manoeuvring
easier

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please
contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
#5

#1i
#1

#7

Assists when driving forward/
reversing into a parking space
Assists when moving into
and out of parking space

Driver approaches

Driver approaches

Also supports parking in
multiple parking
manoeuvres

Handover to
park assist

#2i
#2

#3

#4

#8

Audi Q2
Audi Genuine Accessories
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#1 Inflatable tent with custom connection to
the vehicle. Ski and luggage box in different
versions as well as the Q2 carrier unit

#2 Espresso mobile. Genuine espresso taste
including authentic crema for on the road

#4 Cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm latus design.
In size 8 J x 19 for 235/40 R 19 tyres¹

#systematicallyflexible
What makes the Audi Q2 so unmistakeable? Your own ideas.
Thanks to optionally available Audi Genuine Accessories you can turn those ideas into reality. On a journey
of discovery through Scandinavia, the tailor-made solutions also provide you with unlimited possibilities.
That way you can also enjoy lots of comfort out in the countryside or benefit from the superb functionality
of accessories in the bustle of the big city – naturally always in fascinating Audi design.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Audi Genuine Accessories are available from AUDI AG for an extra charge.
¹ You will find specifications on the technical characteristics of tyres on page 65.

Further information can be obtained
from the accessories catalogue and
from your Audi partner.

#3 Luggage compartment shell.
Tailor-made, washable and sturdy

#5 Range of child seats. Different versions for small
passengers up to 36 kg (0 to 12 years)

Audi Q2
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The fascination of Audi

#offlineonline
Discover the world of the Audi Q2. More information, more individuality
and more exclusivity. Now at www.audi.com.
And find out how the journey of the Q2 continues at #untaggable.

Scan the QR code using
your smartphone or tablet
and discover the world
of the Audi Q2. Connection
costs depend on your
mobile phone contract.

myAudi app¹
Access information on the equipment in your Audi at any time,

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner
or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
¹ The availability of some services may vary depending on the model and equipment of your Audi. Audi connect is required to use some services.
Please visit www.audi.com/myaudi for further information about myAudi and visit www.audi.com/connect for information about Audi connect.
² Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google Inc.

find service partners and look for the next destination and
send it to the vehicle – all with a single app. You can download
the myAudi app free of charge from the App Store or
the Google Play Store™ ². The app is available for iOS and Android.

Audi Q2
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Technical data

Model

Engine type

Q2 30 TFSI

Q2 35 TFSI

Q2 40 TFSI quattro

Q2 30 TDI

(85 kW)

(110 kW)

(140 kW)

(85 kW)

Model

4-cylinder inline petrol engine with
direct fuel injection and turbocharging

Displacement in cc (valves per cylinder)

1,968 (4)

1,984 (4)

85/3,250–4,000

Max. output¹ in kW at rpm

110/3,500–4,000

221/5,300–6,500

250/1,500–3,200

Max. torque in Nm at rpm

340/1,750–3,000

400/2,000–5,200

4-cylinder inline petrol engine with

4-cylinder inline diesel engine with

direct fuel injection and turbocharging

direct fuel injection and turbocharging

common rail injection system and turbocharging

Displacement in cc (valves per cylinder)

999 (4)

1,498 (4)

1,984 (4)

1,598 (4)

Max. output¹ in kW at rpm

85/5,000–5,500

110/5,000–6,000

140/4,200–6,000

Max. torque in Nm at rpm

200/2,000–3,500

250/1,500–3,500

320/1,500–4,100

Power transmission

Transmission type

(221 kW)

4-cylinder inline diesel engine with

4-cylinder inline petrol engine with

Drive type

SQ2

(110 kW)

common rail injection system and turbocharging

3-cylinder inline petrol engine with
direct fuel injection and turbocharging

Engine type

Q2 35 TDI quattro

Power transmission
Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

quattro permanent all-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Drive type

quattro permanent all-wheel drive

quattro permanent all-wheel drive

6-speed manual transmission

6-speed manual transmission

[7-speed S tronic]

6-speed manual transmission

Transmission type

[7-speed S tronic]

[7-speed S tronic]

[7-speed S tronic]

[7-speed S tronic]

[7-speed S tronic]

Weights/capacities

Weights/capacities

Unladen weight² in kg

1,300

[1,325]

1,340

[1,365]

[1,505]

1,420

[1,435]

Unladen weight² in kg

[1,550]

[1,585]

Gross vehicle weight in kg

1,800

[1,830]

1,860

[1,880]

[2,045]

1,930

[1,945]

Gross vehicle weight in kg

[2,070]

[2,065]

[60/75]

[60/75]

Permissible roof load limit/

Permissible roof load limit/
nose weight in kg

60/75

[60/75]

60/75

[60/75]

[60/75]

60/75

[60/75]

unbraked

650

[660]

670

[680]

[750]

710

[710]

unbraked

[750]

[750]

12% gradient

1,300

[1,300]

1,500

[1,500]

[1,500]

1,500

[1,500]

12% gradient

[1,800]

[1,400]

8% gradient

1,500

[1,500]

1,700

[1,700]

[1,700]

1,700

[1,700]

8% gradient

[1,800]

[1,600]

Fuel tank capacity, approx. in l

50

[50]

50

[50]

[55]

50/AdBlue tank®⁴: 13

[50]/AdBlue tank®⁴: 13

Fuel tank capacity, approx. in l

[55]

[55]

Top speed in km/h

197

[197]

212

[212]

[228]

197

[197]

Top speed in km/h

[211]

[250⁸]

Acceleration 0–100 km/h in s

10.1

[10.3]

8.5

[8.5]

[6.5]

10.3

[10.5]

Acceleration 0–100 km/h in s

[8.1]

[4.8]

Fuel grade

Sulphur-free super RON 95⁵

Sulphur-free super RON 95⁵

Sulphur-free super RON 95⁵

Sulphur-free diesel⁶

Fuel grade

Sulphur-free diesel⁶

Sulphur-free super RON 98⁹

urban

6.4–6.1

[6.4–6.0]

7.3–7.0

[7.1–6.4]

[8.5–8.4]

5.5–5.4

[5.3–4.9]

urban

[6.2–6.0]

[8.8–8.6]

extra-urban

4.8–4.4

[4.8–4.6]

5.0–4.7

[4.8–4.5]

[5.7–5.3]

4.5–4.2

[4.5–4.2]

extra-urban

[4.8–4.6]

[6.2–6.0]

combined

5.4–5.0

[5.4–5.2]

5.9–5.6

[5.7–5.3]

[6.7–6.4]

4.9–4.6

[4.8–4.5]

combined

[5.3–5.1]

[7.2–7.0]

WLTP combined

6.3–6.0

[6.5]

7.5–6.7

[7.5–6.7]

[8.5–8.0]

6.4–5.7

[6.5–5.9]

WLTP combined

[6.4–5.9]

[8.8–8.5]

Trailer load limit³ in kg

nose weight in kg
Trailer load limit³ in kg

Performance/consumption

Performance/consumption

Fuel consumption⁷ in l/100 km (NEDC)

Fuel consumption⁷ in l/100 km (NEDC)

CO₂ emissions⁷ in g/km

CO₂ emissions⁷ in g/km
combined (NEDC)

123–114

[123–116]

133–126

[129–119]

[153–146]

128–121

[126–117]

combined (NEDC)

[140–134]

[163–159]

combined WLTP

143–137

[148]

171–152

[169–151]

[192–180]

167–150

[170–155}

combined WLTP

[168–155]

[199–192]

Emission standard

EU6

[EU6]

EU6

[EU6]

[EU6]

EU6

[EU6]

Emission standard

[EU6]

[EU6]

[ ] Figures in square brackets refer to S tronic automatic transmission.
Explanation of ¹ to ⁷ on page 64.

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
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Technical data

Explanatory notes
¹ The figure given was calculated using the specified measuring procedure (current version of UN-R 85).
² Unladen vehicle weight includes driver (75 kg) and fuel tank 90 % full, calculated in accordance with the current version of Reg. (EU) 1230/2012.
Optional equipment may increase the car’s unladen weight and drag coefficient, whereupon the possible payload limit and the top speed will
be reduced accordingly.
³ The engine’s power output always decreases with increasing altitude. At 1,000 m above sea level, and for every additional 1,000 m, deduct
10 % from the weight of the outfit (trailer load limit + gross weight of the towing vehicle). Figure for trailer load limit applies to factory-fitted
trailer towing hitch. If using the vehicle with a trailer towing hitch for commercial purposes, a digital tachograph may be required under
certain conditions.
⁴ The separate AdBlue tank is refilled as indicated by the information in the display of the instrument cluster. We recommend having the
AdBlue tank refilled by your Audi partner. AdBlue is a registered trademark of the Verband der Automobilindustrie e.V. (VDA).
⁵ We recommend using sulphur-free super unleaded RON 95 fuel complying with DIN EN 228. If this is not available, use sulphur-free regular
unleaded RON 91 fuel complying with DIN EN 228; power output will be slightly reduced. Unleaded RON 95 fuel with a maximum ethanol
content of 10 % (E10) can generally be used. Fuel consumption details refer to operation with RON 95 fuel complying with 692/2008/EC.
⁶ We recommend using sulphur-free diesel complying with DIN EN 590. If this is not available,
use diesel complying with DIN EN 590.
⁷ The specified fuel consumption and emission data have been determined according to the measurement procedures prescribed by law. Since
1 September 2017, certain new vehicles are already being type-approved according to the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure
(WLTP), a more realistic test procedure for measuring fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions. Starting on 1 September 2018, the New European
Driving Cycle (NEDC) will be replaced by the WLTP in stages. Owing to the more realistic test conditions, the fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions
measured according to the WLTP will, in many cases, be higher than those measured according to the NEDC. For further information on the
differences between the WLTP and NEDC, please visit our website. We are currently still required by law to state the NEDC figures. In the case
of new vehicles which have been type-approved according to the WLTP, the NEDC figures are derived from the WLTP data. It is possible to specify
the WLTP figures voluntarily in addition until such time as this is required by law. In cases where the NEDC figures are specified as value ranges,
these do not refer to a particular individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the sales offering. They are intended exclusively as a means of
comparison between different vehicle types. Additional equipment and accessories (e.g. add-on parts, different tyre formats, etc.) may change
the relevant vehicle parameters, such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics, and, in conjunction with weather and traffic conditions
and individual driving style, may affect fuel consumption, electrical power consumption, CO₂ emissions and the performance figures for the
vehicle.
⁸ Regulated.
⁹ We recommend using sulphur-free SuperPlus unleaded RON 98 fuel complying with DIN EN 228. If this is not available, use sulphur-free super
unleaded RON 95 fuel complying with DIN EN 228; power output will be slightly reduced. Unleaded RON 95 fuel with a maximum ethanol
content of 10 % (E10) can generally be used. Fuel consumption details refer to operation with RON 95 fuel complying with 692/2008/EC.

Legal notice about Audi Genuine Accessories
Audi Genuine Accessories are available from AUDI AG for an extra charge. Accessories are not factored in when calculating the vehicle’s fuel
consumption and emission figures. As such, accessories can be fitted only after initial registration.

Legal notices about Audi connect navigation & infotainment with customer’s own SIM card
Use of the services supported by Audi connect is possible only in conjunction with an optional navigation system
and Audi connect (including car phone – depending on the vehicle model). In addition, depending on the vehicle
model, you will require a SIM card with data option and with LTE option to use LTE¹ – with car phone, a SIM card
with telephone and data option or a Bluetooth-capable smartphone with remote SIM Access Profile (rSAP)². The
services are available only with an existing or separate mobile phone contract and only within the coverage range
of the respective mobile phone network. Depending on the terms of your mobile phone contract, additional costs
may be incurred when receiving data packets from the internet – particularly when used abroad. Due to the high
data volumes involved, a data flat rate is strongly recommended.
Legal notices about Audi connect navigation & infotainment with SIM card permanently installed in the vehicle
Use of the services supported by Audi connect is possible only in conjunction with an optional navigation system.
Audi connect services are provided through AUDI AG/importers. The data connection for Audi connect services is
set up through a mobile services provider via a SIM card permanently installed in the vehicle. The costs of these
data connections are included in the price of Audi connect services. The data connection for the Wi-Fi hotspot as
well as online media streaming and other services offered via an Audi smartphone app are not included. The data
connection for the Wi-Fi hotspot as well as for online media streaming and further services provided through an
Audi smartphone app is also established through the SIM card permanently installed in the vehicle and a payable
data tariff from the Audi provider. You will find information about tariffs and booking at www.audi.com/myaudi.
Alternatively, an external customer SIM card can be inserted into the card slot to establish a data connection.
In conjunction with the optional Audi phone box, a Bluetooth-capable smartphone with remote SIM Access Profile
(rSAP)² can also be connected to use the integrated car phone function. If an external SIM card is inserted into
the card slot or connected via rSAP, all data connections, for both the Audi connect services as well as for the Wi-Fi
hotspot, will be established via this external SIM card. In such cases, the costs incurred are added to those accrued
via the external SIM card.
General legal notices about Audi connect navigation & infotainment
The availability of the services supported by Audi connect navigation & infotainment varies from country to country.
The Audi connect services are provided for at least 1 year from vehicle delivery. The teaser phase is for 3 months
from initial registration and automatically ends after these 3 months. Upon the purchase of an Audi connect
navigation & infotainment licence, these 3 months shall not count towards the total duration of the Audi connect
services. The services are generally provided for at least 1 year from vehicle delivery. If Audi connect services are
based on services from third-party providers, permanent availability cannot be guaranteed as this is the responsibility
of the third-party provider. Following a period of 24 months from vehicle delivery, the Audi connect services will be
extended once free of charge for 12 months. If you do not require this extension, please write to:
AUDI AG
Audi International Customer Care Services
85045 Ingolstadt, Germany
Email: kundenbetreuung@audi.de
Tel.: +49 800 28347378423
Ask your Audi partner about a subsequent extension of the Audi connect services. Depending on the vehicle model,
Audi connect provides access to Google and Twitter services. Permanent availability cannot be guaranteed as this is
the responsibility of Google and Twitter. Please visit www.audi.com/connect or contact your Audi partner for more
detailed information about Audi connect; contact your mobile services provider for information about contract
conditions.

Classifications of tyre parameters
The table shows the range of fuel efficiency, wet grip and exterior noise emission classes for the different tyre sizes
of the Audi Q2 and Audi SQ2.
Tyre size

Summer tyres

Winter tyres

Fuel
efficiency class

Wet grip class

Exterior noise
emission class

205/60 R 16

B

B–A

70–69

215/60 R 16

B

B

69

215/55 R 17

C–B

B–A

71–68

–

215/50 R 18

C–B

A

71–68

–

235/45 R 18

C

A

71

235/40 R 19

E–C

B–A

72–70

–

205/60 R 16

E–C

B

72–68

–

215/55 R 17

E

C–B

71

235/45 R 18

E

B

72

It is not possible to order a specific tyre. Ask your Audi partner about the range of tyres available in your country.
Important note
Special information about the wheels: Wheels with gloss turned or gloss milled finish as well as polished or partly
polished aluminium wheels must not be used in wintry road conditions. For manufacturing reasons, the rim surface
does not have sufficient corrosion protection for such use and can be damaged permanently by road salt or similar.
Equipment for the Audi Q2 illustrated (p. 2–31):
Paint finish: quantum grey
Wheels: 19-inch Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm rotor design in gloss anthracite black, gloss turned
finish³, ⁴
Seats/seat upholstery: sport seats, front in fine Nappa leather, black with accent stripes and contrasting stitching
in rock grey
Inlays: format light graphics with ambient lighting package
Additional equipment: S line exterior package in contrasting colour Manhattan grey, metallic, extended black
styling package with blade and exterior mirrors in brilliant black, Audi rings decorative film on C-pillars
Equipment for the Audi SQ2 illustrated (p. 32–37):
Paint finish: tango red, metallic
Wheels: 19-inch cast aluminium wheels in 5-V-twin-spoke design (S design), contrasting grey, partly polished⁴
Seats/seat upholstery: sport seats, front in fine Nappa leather, two-colour with rhombus pattern
Inlays: format light graphics with ambient lighting package
Additional equipment: SQ2 exterior package, SQ2 interior package
The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards. Some of the equipment
illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner
or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
¹ Requires LTE card contract for full use. For information about the availability and use of LTE support, please contact
your Audi partner. ² Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com/bluetooth for information on compatible
mobile phones. ³ From Audi Sport GmbH. ⁴ Please note the special information relating to wheels on this page.
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Dimensions

Dimensions in mm

Audi Q2 quattro

2595

727
836

768

2594

1445**

1347***

1547

1541

1547

1548

1794

2009

1794

2009

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions figure can be found from page 62 onwards. Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner
or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment. ¹ Technical specifications refer to a basic vehicle without country-specific features and the selected optional equipment.

1495

940

Ë!,{=~g!%Ì

1508

940

779
1000

779
1000

1416**

1000

1390***

1444**

1347***

1416**

1390***

779

780

4210

4191

1444**
1508

966

1029 *

740
828

1345***

762

4191

1415**

2601

Dimensions are for unladen vehicle weight. Luggage capacity¹ 355/1,000 l
(second value is with the rear seat backrest folded down and vehicle loaded up to roof height).
Turning circle approx. 11.1 m.
* Maximum headroom. ** Elbow room width. *** Shoulder room width.

966

1029 *

740
828

Dimensions in mm

Audi SQ2

Dimensions are for unladen vehicle weight. Luggage capacity¹ 355/1,000 l
(second value is with the rear seat backrest folded down and vehicle loaded up to roof height).
Turning circle approx. 11.1 m.
* Maximum headroom. ** Elbow room width. *** Shoulder room width.

966

1029 *

Dimensions are for unladen vehicle weight. Luggage capacity¹ 405/1,050 l
(second value is with the rear seat backrest folded down and vehicle loaded up to roof height).
Turning circle approx. 11.1 m.
* Maximum headroom. ** Elbow room width. *** Shoulder room width.

1389***

Dimensions in mm

Audi Q2

940

1547

1551

1802

2009
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The vehicles and equipment versions illustrated and described in this brochure and some of the services
listed are not available in all countries. Some of the cars illustrated are equipped with optional features
for which an extra charge is made. Details concerning the delivery specifications, appearance, performance,
dimensions and weights, fuel consumption and running costs of the vehicles were correct to the best of
our knowledge at the time of going to press. Deviations from the colours and shapes shown in the
illustrations may occur. No liability is accepted for errors and printing errors. The right to introduce
modifications is reserved. Not to be reproduced, including in part, without the written approval of AUDI AG.
This brochure is printed on paper made from pulp bleached without the use of chlorine.

